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52 / The Hardest Word
The ability to say no when we need to is crucial to our mental health and self-confidence, but we go to extremes lengths to avoid ever having to utter the word. Here's how to start.
By Carlin Flora

62 / Quest for Fire
Low desire is the most prevalent sexual complaint of women. There's a battle raging among scientists over whether its origins are biological or psychological—and what that means for heating things up.
By Katherine Rowland

70 / In the Minds of Dogs
Bred for their ability to serve human needs, the animals who once were wolves are remarkably social creatures. How much they know about us and the world around them is now a hot question.
By PT Contributors

80 / The Big Data Bull's-Eye
Is big data the future of psychiatry? Computational techniques are helping to diagnose and treat patients with the thorniest of illnesses—even schizophrenia.
By Paul Raeburn
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3 / Editor's Note
4 / Contributors
6 / Feedback
9-21 / Insights
Judging charisma; how fear shapes compassion; the perks of asking questions.
22 / Unconventional Wisdom
It's hard to be a hero in your own home.

PERSONALITY
27 / Eccentric's Corner
Our future, Max Tegmark says, hinges on how we will handle artificial intelligence.

HEALTH
31 / Supplemental Science
The bugs in your gut help you master your moods.
36 / Nature's Bounty
The search for new tastes reflects a basic need to communicate experience.
39 / Mind Your Body
Clearing your clutter may clear your mind—and boost your health.

RELATIONSHIPS
43 / Social Life
First impressions of online profile photos may have hidden consequences.

POV
46 / 2-Minute Memoir
Tova Mirvis's doubts about her faith led her to leave more than just her religion.

50 / Solutions
You may recognize depression in others, but are you missing it in yourself?
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*Therapists: See this article for Continuing Ed. credit.